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November 27, 2012 
 
Carol Sureau, Deputy Commissioner 
Office of the Insurance Commissioner 
P.O. Box 40255 
Olympia, Washington 98504-0255 
 
Dear Carol, 
 
As promised when we last met, I have attached my table of DOL opinions relevant to the issue of 
“bona fide” associations of employers under ERISA. I have provided this analysis to a range of 
clients (e.g., producers, employers, associations, and insurers) struggling to devise transition 
programs for association health plans. As you know, I disagree with the OIC’s decision to 
determine and apply federal ERISA law and the conclusions reached by the OIC in conducting its 
analysis of federal law. However, I believe I have seen some better refinement of OIC views. 
 
Fundamentally, I do not believe that the agency has the authority to decide which association of 
employers meets the federal definition of “employer” under ERISA.  My review of case law leads 
me to conclude that the matter rests exclusively with the Department of Labor (DOL) and that 
ERISA preempts such agency determinations. The OIC letter to the Master Builders recognizes 
the rather weak value of the OIC’s opinion as to the Trust satisfaction of federal bona fide 
association standards developed by DOL over the last few decades. 
 
In addition to the jurisdictional issues, I disagree with the agency’s narrow view of the 
“commonality of interest” test for “bona fide” associations under ERISA. The agency remains 
focused upon standard industrial classification (SIC) codes “negotiating” acceptable code groups. 
While I found several DOL opinions favorable to associations comprised of similar businesses, I 
could find no opinion or case that suggested that commonality of interest could only be found in a 
parsing of industry codes. To the contrary, I found opinions that focus on broader, flexible 
standards. The OIC focus on SIC codes has led to grim private meetings where Trustees decide 
which employers will be forced out of longstanding, successful group health programs. 
 
My greatest concern arises from the consequences of OIC determinations of an association’s 
status under ERISA. An OIC determination will do nothing to alter employer liability under ERISA. 
Worse, an OIC view stricter than would be applied by DOL will result in the dismantling of an 
association plan. These agency decisions cannot be reversed once acted upon. 
 
I believe that OIC should pursue a policy common to any other health insurance transaction. The 
applicant faces the consequences of material mistakes. Neither the insurer nor the regulator 
investigates the veracity of an application in advance of coverage. In short, employers remain 
liable under ERISA and OIC can neither increase nor decrease this risk. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
John S. Conniff 
Attorney 
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